
Budva, Montenegro

from 23 to 28 April, 2019

Give meaning to your success

International private seminar for business 
leaders and executives



Day of April 24, 2019

08.00 - 08.45 Reception of participants

09.00 - 09.30 Opening speeches
Prince Nikolas, claiming the throne of Montenegro, will offer his hospitality to the participants with an opening 
speech at the event.

09.30 - 10.00 What are the attractive Montenegrin markets
During this presentation, Mr. Rajko Uskokovic will explain in detail the opportunities and help available to French 
companies and investors. The objective of this presentation is to open new markets to your company through an 
exhaustive overview. You will also get valuable contact in the person of Mr. Uskokovic, President of the Circle of 
Franco-Montenegrin Enterprises.

10.00 - 11.30 We all have something to release
Have you ever experienced a failure, betrayal or trial that has caused you suffering and from which you have 
difficulty freeing yourself? Through this conference, you will discover exactly how to dissolve this psychological 
anchor in order to fully breathe life again. 

12.00 - 13.30 Lunch
Privileged moment of meeting and exchange between the participants. It allows you to build new relationships and 
make collective intelligence work for your business. 
For VIPs, meeting and discussions with stakeholders in a dedicated private room.

13.00 - 14.00 VIP workshops with speakers
“Embody change" with Robert Savoie
"Praise the false note" with Marc Vella

14.30 - 15.30 Nothing is certain in advance
Patrick Bourdet's success is not to have become CEO. It is to have never given up, to have continued to learn and 
build despite adversity and, finally, to have helped others to fulfil themselves. Explore the lessons of his inspiring 
story, from DDASS kid to leader, initiator of radioimmunotherapy, a very promising targeted therapy to fight cancer.

16.30 - 17.30 Make the false notes of life beautiful
Often in our lives, we are condemned when there are false notes. We can even be angry when there are false 
notes, when life is not "just". Yet it is the very nature of life not to be fair. So why don't you do like the musicians: 
"When there's a wrong note, welcome it and make it beautiful!“

18.00 - 19.00 Cocktail Networking
Privileged moment of meeting and exchange between the participants. It allows you to build new relationships and 
make collective intelligence work for your business.
For VIPs, meeting and discussions with stakeholders in a dedicated private room.



Day of April 25, 2019

08.00 - 08.45 Reception of participants

09.00 - 10.00 You deserve a Zen and benevolent success
Ludovic Bréant has created more than 100 companies during his professional life. And despite an image of an 
entrepreneur who brilliantly succeeded, he had lost the essential, feeling happy. His life was totally transformed 
when he had to file for bankruptcy. He then understood that he was undertaking for the wrong reasons, and 
especially that he did not respect himself. What Ludovic will share with you during this conference is his key to 
happiness and how you too can become a successful Zen entrepreneur.

10.30 - 11.30 Never give up
3 secrets to rebounce at all times

12.00 - 13.15 Lunch
Privileged moment of meeting and exchange between the participants. It allows you to build new relationships and 
make collective intelligence work for your business. 
For VIPs, meeting and discussions with stakeholders in a dedicated private room.

13.20 - 14.20 VIP workshops with speakers
"Missing, lost and creative" with Boris Cyrulnik
"Human development: a holistic approach" with Patrick Bourdet
"How to identify and realize your purpose" with Ludovic Bréant“

14.30 - 15.00 Social resilience
Boris Cyrulnik defines resilience as follows: "How to resume development after psychic agony". Resilience is a 
process, not a state. So how do you trigger a process of resilience when you experience a personal or social trauma? 
During this conference, you will learn the elements to initiate the process of resilience.

16.00 - 17.30 Title to come
Our panel of speakers continues to take shape ...

18.00 - 19.00 Cocktail Networking
Privileged moment of meeting and exchange between the participants. It allows you to build new relationships and 
make collective intelligence work for your business.
For VIPs, meeting and discussions with stakeholders in a dedicated private room.

20.30 - 21.30 Gastronomic Dinner
It's not a meal, it's a journey into an unexpected sensory universe...
Our 3 renowned chefs, Michel Mangeolle, Laurent Audiot and Philippe Hardy, are at the service of your taste buds 
to make you live an unforgettable experience.

22.00 - 23.30 Private concert
"At each concert, I tell the audience the importance of listening to the moments given to us. Why?Because each 
moment carries within it a revelation. »"



Contact

www.hecatus-vipnetworking.com
contact@hecatus-vipnetworking.com

France : Bruno Fenouillas - 06 62 53 50 60

Russia : Alexandre Tolmer - 06 31 98 36 23


